Take
the
guesswork
out
of
your automation journey

UiPath Process Mining takes the digital
footprints left behind in your enterprise
systems and applications, to show you
how your business processes really run.

Benefits

The only Process
Mining solution that
enables organizations
to seamlessly discover,
automate and monitor
complex, end-to-end
business processes.

umpstart Process
Mining with 60+
Connectors for common
processes and systems

Turn discovered insights
into action with UiPath’s
best-in-class RPA
technology

Quickly gain full
visibility into complex
business processes

Continuously monitor
processes and understand
impact of improvements on
your KPIs

J

Turn process complexity into process opportunity
Discover automatable work hidden
in your business processes

By leveraging existing data left behind in systems like
SAP, Oracle and Salesforce, Process Mining provides
you with full transparency into your business
processes and how they are executed. 




Take an holistic approach to
automation

Quickly identify what’s slowing the process
down, such as bottlenecks, rework, and
inefficiency, and understand how to optimize
them with automation. 


With the complete picture, you’ll know what to
automate, what to improve, and how to do it.


Seamlessly turn insights into action
Directly send automation ideas discovered in
Process Mining to UiPath Automation Hub, where
all accumulated knowledge from people,
desktops and systems is integrated and
prioritized based on the impact the automation
has on the organization. 


Continuously monitor processes
and proactively keep them on track
Track the impact automation has on your
processes and key KPIs. 


Intervene using intelligence from Process
Mining to trigger UiPath Robots to handle idle
tasks, or alert people in UiPath Action Center
whenever exception handling is required.

Enhance how you Discover, Automate and Monitor your processes

Discover
processes from
every angle


Turn insights
into action


Accelerate and
expand business
outcomes


Combine AI and
people driven
automation ideas

Integrated with the
leading platform for
building, running, and
managing
automations

Monitor the impact of
automation and
improvements on
your most important
process KPIs

Learn more about Process Mining
Contact Sales

For more details, please visit us at: 
www.uipath.com/process-mining

